Abstract. We provide new competitive upper bounds on the performance of the memoryless, randomized caching algorithm RAND. Our bounds are expressed in terms of the inherent hit rate α of the sequence of memory references, which is the highest possible hit rate that any algorithm can achieve on the sequence for a cache of a given size. Our results show that RAND is (1 − αe −1/α )/(1 − α)-competitive on any reference sequence with inherent hit rate α. Since our new competitive bound does not scale up with the size k of the cache, it beats the putative Ω(lg k) lower bound on the competitiveness of randomized caching algorithms.
Introduction
Fiat et al. [11] show that no on-line cache replacement algorithm 1 on size-k caches can be better than H k -competitive, where H k = Θ(lg k) is the kth harmonic number. Moreover, subsequent research [1, 21] has demonstrated the existence of H k -competitive algorithms for this problem. Despite the apparent meeting of these upper and lower bounds, we show in this paper that much better competitive upper bounds can be obtained.
Before discussing our new upper bounds, we first present some background definitions. A cache-replacement algorithm is said to be on-line if at each point in time, the algorithm responds to a memory request based only on past information and with no knowledge whatsoever about any future requests. An off-line cache-replacement algorithm, on the other hand, assumes the availability of an entire input sequence of memory requests. In this paper, replacement algorithms will be denoted in Sans Serif font, for example, A, sometimes subscripted with the size of its cache, as in A k . We say that an algorithm A k ρ-competes with another algorithm B h if the number of cache misses incurred by A k on any input is at most ρ times the number of cache misses incurred by B h . We say an algorithm A k is ρ-competitive if A k ρ-competes with OPT k , where OPT k is the optimal off-line algorithm.
Fiat et al. ' s H k lower bound for size-k caches uses an adversarial argument to construct a sequence of memory requests that causes a given randomized caching algorithm to be at least H k -competitive on the sequence. Their construction produces sequences whose inherent miss rate β, the fraction of requests on which the optimal off-line algorithm OPT k misses, is at most 1/k. Consequently, for sequences of requests with β > 1/k, their argument provides no lower bound on how efficiently a caching algorithm can serve these sequences. Indeed, we show in this paper that for a constant miss rate, an O(1)-competitive upper bound can be obtained by the memoryless, randomized caching algorithm RAND introduced by Raghavan and Snir [22] .
As with Fiat et al. ' s lower bound, previous upper bounds on the competitiveness of caching algorithms apply most aptly to low miss rates. For example, Raghavan and Snir's analysis of RAND, which shows that RAND k is k-competitive, leads to a trivial upper bound for β ≥ 1/k. Analysis of the least-recently used algorithm LRU [23] likewise shows that LRU k is k-competitive, which is a trivial upper bound if β ≥ 1/k. The MARKING k algorithm [11] is 2H k -competitive, offering trivial upper bounds for β ≥ 1/2H k ; and the PARTITION k algorithm [21] and the EQUITABLE k algorithm [1] are H k -competitive, providing trivial upper bounds for β ≥ 1/H k .
In comparison, our new analysis of RAND provides nontrivial upper bounds for all 0 < β < 1. In particular we show that RAND k is (1 − (1 − β)e −1/(1−β) )/β-competitive on request sequences with inherent miss rate β. This result, because of its derivation, is more naturally expressed in terms of the inherent hit rate α = 1 − β; so RAND k is (1 − αe −1/α )/(1 − α)-competitive on a request sequences with inherent hit rate α. Figure 1 graphs (1 − αe −1/α )/(1 − α) for α ∈ (0, 1). Although the competitive ratio approaches ∞ as the inherent hit rate approaches 1, it is reasonably small for moderate hit rates. For example, when the inherent hit rate α is 90%, the competitive ratio (1 − αe −1/α )/(1 − α) is 7.04. Thus, for a 90% hit rate on any cache with more than 7 entries, our competitive bound for RAND improves Raghavan and Snir's bound of k.
Our new bounds do not subsume previous upper bounds, however. In particular, the previous bounds work well for miss rates in ranges that are normally associated with virtual-memory paging (and for which these algorithms were designed), whereas our new bounds are more applicable to the typical miss rates of certain hardware caches. Figure 2 shows the previous upper bounds together with our new bounds for RAND. As can be seen from Fig. 2 , the bounds for PARTITION and EQUITABLE are the best to date for small inherent miss rates, while our new bounds for RAND are best for larger inherent miss rates. Therefore, our new results can be considered as a complement to previous results for nonnegligible miss rates.
Unlike previous bounds, our new bound for RAND is novel in two ways: it is independent of the cache size, and it applies throughout the entire range of inherent miss rates. An anonymous reviewer of an earlier version of our paper noted that one can, in fact, use our ideas to adapt the analysis of MARKING by Fiat et al. [11] to obtain the upper bound 2β(1 + ln(1/2β)) on miss rate, which is independent of cache size. Like previous bounds, however, this bound is trivial for certain miss rates, specifically greater than 50%. In contrast, our new bound not only is independent of cache size, it is meaningful for all inherent miss rates. Figure 3 illustrates a comparison of our new bound of RAND with the adapted bound of MARKING.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related works on competitive analysis for caching algorithms. Section 3 states the essential definitions for describing replacement algorithms. Section 4 introduces a new framework for describing the adversary's strategy. Section 5 gives a competitive ratio for RAND using a convexity argument based on the strategy framework. Section 6 concludes with a discussion of possible extensions to this work.
Related Work
This section reviews previous results on competitive analysis for on-line replacement algorithms, both deterministic and randomized. We discuss criticisms of the common framework for competitive analysis that have been proposed in the literature. We conclude the section by observing that previous lower bounds involve request sequences with extremely low inherent miss rates, thus providing no information on many request sequences seen in practice that have moderate or high miss rates.
Deterministic Algorithms. Deterministic replacement algorithms were the first to be analyzed. Comparing on-line algorithms running on size-k caches with the optimal off-line algorithm running on size-h caches, where h ≤ k, Sleator and Tarjan showed in their seminal paper [23] that both LRU k (Least-Recently-Used) and FIFO k (First-In-First-Out) are k/(k − h + 1)-competitive with OPT h . They also showed that this competitive ratio is the best possible for any deterministic algorithm. Karlin et al. [15] 
Upper bounds on the miss rate for various on-line algorithms as a function of inherent miss rate across a range from 10 −7 to 1 using a logarithmic scale. Since cache size influences the previous bounds in the literature, the upper bounds for cache sizes of 2 10 and 2 20 are shown. The upper bound for our new analysis is labeled "RAND(new)," and as can be seen from the figure, is the first bound that applies across the entire range of inherent miss rates. [11] . The new bounds are stronger for inherent miss rates of between 21% and 100%.
Randomized Algorithms. Competitive analysis for randomized algorithms generally assumes (as shall we) that the adversary is oblivious [22] , meaning that the adversary generates a request sequence given only the description of the on-line algorithm, but not the random choices made by during the execution of the algorithm. Manasse et al. [19] studied competitive analysis for randomized replacement algorithms, in which context the expected miss rates are compared to the miss rates of OPT. Fiat et al. [11] showed that randomized replacement algorithms are at least H k -competitive, where H k is the kth harmonic number. They also gave a simple 2H k -competitive algorithm MARKING k . Also H k -competitive are the algorithms PARTITION k [21] and EQUITABLE k [1] . Considering memoryless algorithms, Borodin and El-Yaniv [4] showed that RAND k k/(k−h+1)-competes with OPT h . Moreover, Raghavan and Snir [22] demonstrated that no memoryless randomized algorithm can be better than k-competitive.
Since on-line algorithms are handicapped with imperfect information of the future, it is useful to investigate how the competitive ratio improves if they are compensated with larger caches. Although such results are known for FIFO, LRU and RAND, the corresponding knowledge for other randomized algorithms is limited. Young [25] showed that any randomized algorithm A k at most roughly ln(k/(k − h))-competes with OPT h when k/(k − h) ≥ e. He also showed that MARKING k roughly 2 ln(k/(k − h))-competes with OPT h under the same condition. It is not known in general how other randomized algorithms perform with varying cache sizes.
Criticisms. The literature includes criticisms against competitive analysis as an evaluation tool for on-line algorithms. Some researchers have complained that the adversary is too powerful, leading to weak competitive ratios of on-line algorithms, and consequently have suggested curbing the power of the adversary. For example, the access graph model [5, 14, 10] restricts the possible choices of the next request as the function of the current request, so as to model locality of reference. In contrast, some researchers have tried to enhance the power of the on-line algorithm, for example, with lookaheads [24, 16] .
Other researchers have suggested alternative evaluation criteria. For example, Ben-David and Borodin [3] indicate that some competitive algorithms require unbounded memory, and that finite lookahead is useless for improving the competitive ratio. They suggested the max/max ratio as an alternative measure for online algorithms. An online algorithm's max/max ratio is defined as its worst-case amortized cost over the worst-case amortized cost of the off-line algorithm. Dichterman [8] showed that the algorithm UNIFORM achieves the optimal max/max ratio, but is not competitive at all. (Moreover, strongly competitive randomized algorithms (PARTITION [21] and EQUITABLE [1] ) appear to be too complex to be implemented in hardware.) On the other hand, Young [26] proposed loose competitiveness. In particular, Young [27] showed that if an algorithm A k k/(k − h + 1)-competes with OPT h , then for most choices of k, -the total cost of A k on sequence R is insignificant, or -A k c-competes with OPT k on sequence R for a constant c.
We note that ratio c depends on what retrieval cost is considered insignificant and the criterion of "most choices of k". Inherent miss rates. The derivations of the lower bounds of competitiveness involve request sequences with extremely low miss rates. For example, in the Raghavan and Snir's proof [22] of the k-competitiveness lower bound for RAND k , a request sequence with inherent miss rate β < 1/mk is required to make RAND k miss with a factor of k(1 [11] of the H k -competitiveness lower bound for any randomized algorithms produces sequences whose inherent miss rate β is at most 1/k. In addition, in the proof of the k-competitiveness lower bound for deterministic algorithms, Goemans [12] uses a request sequence with inherent miss rate below 1/k.
These lower bounds say nothing about request sequences with high (or even moderate) miss rates. In this paper, we present a new approach for competitive analysis that uses the inherent miss rate as a parameter of the analysis. Consequently, despite the apparent meeting of upper and lower bounds in previous analyses, we can obtain better bounds for request sequences with moderate and high miss rates.
Preliminaries
This section lays the framework for analyzing the RAND replacement algorithm. We introduce notation to describe the behavior of cache replacement algorithms, and we define precisely the notions of "cache hit" and "cache miss." Our framework loosely corresponds to the model presented by Coffman and Denning [7, pages 243-246] . We model a two-level memory system composed of a (primary) memory and a cache. The memory is a set of (memory) locations, where each location is a natural number r ∈ IN. The cache state T ∈ IN k of a size-k cache is a k-tuple of locations, where T [s] = r if memory location r is stored in slot s of the cache. The special location 0 of memory is never referenced. Instead, we use 0 to denote an empty cache slot. The cache has additional control state Q in order to make decisions about which locations it stores at any given time.
When a k-slot cache is required to serve a (memory) request r ∈ IN − {0}, a replacement algorithm A k changes its existing cache state T and control state Q to a new cache state T and control state Q . Specifically, the replacement algorithm A k chooses a replacement slot A k (T, Q, r) such that We now define precisely the number of hits (or misses) that a replacement algorithm A k incurs on a sequence R = r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n of n requests. Let T 1 = (0, 0, . . . , 0) be the k-tuple representing the empty initial cache state, and let Q 1 be the initial control state. In order to service request r i for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the cache algorithm A k inductively changes cache state T i and control state Q i to cache state T i+1 and control state Q i+1 . Since A k might be a randomized replacement algorithm, define hit(A k , r i ) to be the event that request r i is a hit, and overload the notation to define the indicator random variable hit(A k , r i ) = 1 if r i is a hit, 0 if r i is a miss.
Let hit(A k , R) be the total number of hits incurred by A k over the entire sequence R, whence hit(A k , R) = n i=1 hit(A k , r i ). Likewise, for misses define miss(A k , r i ) = 1−hit(A k , r i ) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, and miss(A k , R) = n−hit(A k , R).
The focus of this paper is the analysis of RAND, a simple, randomized replacement algorithm. RAND is "memoryless," meaning that its control state Q never changes. Suppose RAND k is running on a cache of size k with a cache state T ∈ IN k . For a request r ∈ IN − {0} that causes a miss (r / ∈ T ), the algorithm selects a slot to be replaced uniformly at random. That is, for s = 1, 2, . . . , k, we have
We shall compare RAND with OPT, the optimal, offline replacement algorithm [2] that achieves the minimum-possible number of misses on any given request sequence R = r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n . For each request r i that causes a miss, the OPT algorithm omnisciently replaces the best possible slot to minimize misses. Specifically, let f i (r) be the forward distance of a sequence R defined by 
, where ties are broken arbitrarily.
Belady [2] showed that for any request sequence R, the OPT algorithm minimizes the total number of misses.
The Adversary's Strategy
Before presenting our analytical results in Sect. 5, we first develop a framework for describing and analyzing the oblivious adversary. We define formally the notion of the adversary's "strategy," and prove a theorem that shows that specifying a strategy is equivalent to specifying a request sequence. The power of the oblivious adversary lies in the selection of a request sequence R = r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r n , which is then served by the optimal algorithm. As we shall see, however, the actual request locations in the adversary's strategy do not matter. What is important is the time (if ever) that a location is subsequently accessed. Thus, we shall adopt a representation for the adversary's strategy in which the adversary directly specifies for each time step which cache slot to use and whether the cache hits or misses.
In order to formalize the notion of a strategy, we first define some terminology. Cache behavior can be described by two sequences. A slot sequence S = s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n is a sequence of positive integers such that at time i = 1, . . . , n, a request is brought into slot s i . We define slots(S) = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n } to be the set of slots actually referenced in the sequence. Since the adversary gains no advantage by omitting reference to a slot, we assume that slots(S) = {1, . . . , h}, where h = |slots(S)|. An outcome sequence Z = z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z n is a sequence of 0's and 1's such that, for i = 1, . . . , n, the cache hits at time i if and only if z i = 1.
We shall often wish to refer to the last time that a particular slot was used. In particular, we let prev (S, i) We can now define the notion of a strategy formally. A strategy is a pair (S, Z) , where S is a slot sequence and Z is a hit sequence of the same length.
Definition 1.
As discussed in Sect. 3, given any request sequence R, the algorithm OPT determines the outcome and the slot to use at each time i = 1, . . . , n. The following theorem shows that a request sequence can also be deduced from a slot sequence and an outcome sequence. Thus, designing an adversarial strategy is essentially equivalent to designing an adversarial request sequence. 
. . , z n , and h = |slots(S)|. We shall show that a request sequence R = r 1 , . . . , r n satisfying both conditions exists. We construct request sequence R by the inductive definition:
The request sequence R is well defined, because the definition of prev(S, i) depends on r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r i−1 only. We first show that Condition 1 holds. We observe that if z i = 0, then i does not appear in r 1 , . . . , r i−1 , and thus r i is a miss. If z i = 1, then r i = r prev(S,i) is a hit, because slot s i is not used between time prev(S, i) and time i.
We next show that Condition 2 holds. We show that s i is selected by OPT h at any time i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
-If z i = 1, then by Condition 1, r i is a hit. In this case, r i = r prev(S,i) , and thus OPT h must select s prev(S,i) . But, by the definition of prev, s prev(S,i) = s i , and therefore s i is selected. 2, 3, 4, 2, 1, 7, 1, 3, 7 for the strategy is illustrated for a miss by the value in the corresponding circle and for a hit by the value in the miss circle at the start of the chain.
-If z j = 1, there are two cases:
, because each location stays in one cache slot only.
We define the request sequence of a strategy (S, Z), denoted req(S, Z), to be the request sequence R provided by (1) of Theorem 2. An example of a strategy for a 4-slot cache is depicted in Fig. 4 .
Analysis of RAND
In this section, we derive a new lower bound on the expected number of hits of RAND on a request sequence. Specifically, we show that for any request sequence R with inherent hit rate α by OPT h , the expected hit rate of RAND k is at least αe
In this extended abstract, the proofs have been omitted. We first outline our plan of proving the lower bound. Any request sequence R has a corresponding optimal strategy (S, Z) by the off-line algorithm OPT h . According to the outcome sequence Z, every request in R is either an inherent hit or an inherent miss. We can assume that the on-line algorithm RAND k cannot hit on any inherent misses, because an adversary can, and should, request neverseen-before locations at the inherent misses. On the other hand, RAND k , as a randomized algorithm, should have some chance of hitting on the inherent hits. Our goal is to establish a lower bound for the sum of these probabilities.
Our first step is to derive a bound on the expected number of hits by RAND on the inherent hits of a single slot. That is, each inherent hit at time i = 1, . . . , n, is served by a slot s i ∈ slots(S). We focus on one of these slots. We shall later derive bounds for the whole strategy based on these single-slot results. 
We next present a technical lemma providing a lower bound for the righthand side of (2) . We show that an expression of the form 
Equipped with Lemmas 3 and 4 on the expected hit rate of RAND k for a single slot, we can now consider all the slots of a strategy together. We can do so by summing up h instances of (2), with the constraints that the sum of inherent hits for all the slots equals to the total inherent hits for the entire strategy, and likewise for inherent misses. The following lemma formalizes this argument. 
We now derive a lower bound for the right-hand side of (3) under the constraints 
Finally, armed with Lemmas 5 and 6, we are ready to prove our main theorem, which gives a lower bound for the expected hit rate of RAND k on the entire request sequence. 
Conclusions
The contributions of this paper are, first, a new framework for describing the oblivious adversary strategy (Sect. 4) and, secondly, a competitive analysis conditioned on the inherent hit rate of a request sequence (Sect. 5). The analysis we have developed gives better numerical miss-rate bounds than all previously known results for sequences with inherent miss rates larger than 10%. Our ratio is the first competitive bound of an on-line algorithm that does not deteriorate with increasing cache size. This result answers the question posed by Young [25] that whether "we can effectively show constant competitiveness (independent of cache size) for any on-line paging strategy." In addition, we note that this is the first result to remain valid when the on-line cache is smaller than the oblivious adversary's off-line cache. We predict that the competitive ratio derived in Sect. 5 can be further improved. In the proof of Theorem 7, we assumed cautiously that RAND always misses on the inherent hits. When the inherent miss rate is low, however, RAND has a reasonably low probability of missing the inherent hits. A proper utilization of this information might lead to a stronger bound of the expected total number of hits. We are currently pursuing this line of research. Finally, we are hopeful that the techniques presented in this thesis can be applied to analyses of other on-line algorithms and be generalized to other online computational models, such as k-servers [19, 17, 18, 20, 13, 9] and metrical task systems [6] .
